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Abstract
In this paper, we consider a two-hop relay-assisted cognitive downlink OFDMA system (named as
secondary system) dynamically accessing a spectrum licensed to a primary network, thereby improving
the efficiency of spectrum usage. A cluster-based relay-assisted architecture is proposed for the secondary
system, where relay stations are employed for minimizing the interference to the users in the primary
network and achieving fairness for cell-edge users. Based on this architecture, an asymptotically optimal
solution is derived for jointly controlling data rates, transmission power, and subchannel allocation to
optimize the average weighted sum goodput where the proportional fair scheduling (PFS) is included
as a special case. This solution supports decentralized implementation, requires small communication
overhead, and is robust against imperfect channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT) and sens-
ing measurement. The proposed solution achieves significant throughput gains and better user-fairness
compared with the existing designs. Finally, we derived a simple and asymptotically optimal scheduling
solution as well as the associated closed-form performance under the proportional fair scheduling for a
large number of users. The system throughput is shown to be O
(
N(1− qp)(1− qNp ) ln lnKc
)
, where
Kc is the number of users in one cluster, N is the number of subchannels and qp is the active probability
of primary users.
EDICS Items: WIN-CLRD, WIN-CONT.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic spectrum access [1] is a new paradigm to meet the challenge of the rapidly growing demands
of broadband access and the spectrum scarcity for designing the next-generation wireless communication
systems. This motivates the study in this paper on designing a two-hop relay-assisted cognitive OFDMA
system which dynamically shares spectrum access with a primary system (PU) by exploiting its idle
periods.
A. Related Work and Motivation
The issues of power control for dynamic spectrum access in ad hoc networks are addressed in [2],
[3], [4]. Cellular systems using cognitive radio for dynamically accessing the television spectrum are
being standardized by the IEEE 802.22 working group. In [5], a joint beamforming and power control
algorithm is proposed for a cognitive cellular systems to mitigate interference to the primary network. A
key obstacle for implementing dynamic spectrum access in cellular systems is that direct transmission
from base stations to cell-edge users requires large power and thus causes strong interference to the users
in the primary networks. As a result, the users in the cell-edge will have very small access opportunity
due to the primary user activities and this fairness issue cannot be solved by simply fair scheduling at
the base station because the users on the cell edge is limited by the channel access opportunity rather
than the scheduling opportunity. Hence, relay-assisted cellular system will be an effective solution for
alleviating the above fairness issue because it helps to reduce the transmission power required to reach
the mobiles on the cell edge. However, there are still a few critical issues associated with the design and
operation of relay-assisted CR systems as summarized below.
• Optimal Decentralized Power, Rate and Subchannel Allocation Algorithm: Extensive research
has been carried out on resource allocation in point-to-point relay-assisted communication systems.
Power and subchannel allocations for relay-assisted OFDMA systems are studied in [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. However, these existing works consider centralized solution
(e.g. at BS) in which the resource (power, rate and subchannel) allocation of the BS and the RSs is
computed in a centralized manner at the BS based on the global system state knowledge 1. Hence,
1Global system state refers to the aggregate of the channel state information (CSI) of all the BS-RS links, the RS-MS links,
the BS-MS links as well as the sensing measurements of the BS and all the relays.
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3the conventional centralized approach is very difficult to implement in practice due to huge signaling
overhead and computational complexity. Moreover, various simplifying assumptions were made in
these literatures to simplify the resource allocation problem in 2-hop OFDMA systems at the cost
of performance loss. For example, one typical constraint is that the relay can only receive the data
for one MS in each subchannel, and this data should be forwarded completely and exclusively to
the target MS in one subchannel in next phase [10], [12]. This may cause significant performance
loss when the BS-RS link is much better than the RS-MS link. Therefore, the challenge is to have
a decentralized solution 2 without performance loss compared with the centralized solutions.
• Fairness Consideration in Two Hop Systems: Conventional relay-assisted cellular systems perform
resource allocation to maximize the sum-throughput [6], [7]. Yet, fairness is an important requirement
and a general solution of fair scheduling in relay-assisted (two-hop) CR system is still not fully
addressed. When fairness is considered in a relay-assisted system, neither the optimization objective
nor the flow balance constraint for the relays is convex. Therefore, the conventional approaches for
the sum-throughput optimization in the previous works cannot be applied, and how to solve such
resource allocation problem with fairness consideration in relay-assisted systems is an important
challenge to overcome.
• Dynamic Spectrum Access with Imperfect CSIT and Sensing Measurement: In conventional
resource optimization problems in relay-assisted systems [6], [7], there is no consideration on
dynamic spectrum sharing aspects. However, the presence of PU activity and dynamic spectrum
sharing has changed the fundamental dynamics of the resource allocation problem. For efficient
spectrum sharing, it is critical for the CR systems to be able to exploit the temporal and spatial
burstiness of the PU activity gaps and yet at the same time, without interrupting the PU transmissions.
This problem is even more challenging when we have to take into account the imperfect channel
state information and sensing measurement in which interference to the PU cannot be completely
2By decentralized, we mean the resource control actions at the BS and the M RSs are computed locally at the BS and each of
the M RS respectively based on the local system state at each nodes. There are also explicit message passing between the BS and
the M RS nodes. Local system state at the BS refers to the CSI of the BS-mobile, BS-relay links and the sensing measurement
of the BS; local system state at the m-th RS refers to CSI of the m-th RS to all its MSs and the sensing measurement of the
m-th RS. Thus, the global system state is the aggregation of local system states at BS and all the M relays.
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4avoided.
B. Contributions
The key contributions of our work are summarized as follows. We consider a cluster-based two-hop
RS-assisted cognitive OFDMA system, as shown in Figure 1 and 2. We are interested in the associated
resource control problem, which is a difficult non-convex problem. Moreover, traditional centralized
optimization approach requires significant communication overhead between the base station and the relay
stations, and has exponentially many control variables w.r.t. the number of independent subchannels. In
order to tackle these difficulties, we divide and conquer the resource control problem into a base station
master problem and the relay station subproblems, where the number of control variables is significantly
reduced (grows linearly w.r.t. the number of frequency bands). We derive a low-complexity, low-overhead
and decentralized algorithm for controlling power, rate, and subchannel allocation, which asymptotically
maximizes the weighted sum goodput (average b/s/Hz successfully received by the MS) under the primary-
user interference constraint. We also include the well-known proportional fair scheduling (PFS) as a
special case in our formulation. The solution accounts for multiuser diversity, user fairness, imperfect
channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT) and spectrum sensing. As shown by simulations, the
proposed resource allocation algorithm significantly improves the fairness for cell-edge users. Finally, a
simple and asymptotically optimal scheduling policy as well as the closed-form performance for PFS
is derived to obtain design insights. For instance, we show that the throughput of the proposed two-
hop relay-assisted cognitive OFDMA system under PFS is O
(
N(1− qp)(1− q
N
p ) ln lnKc
)
, where Kc
is the number of users in one cluster, N is the number of independent subchannels and qp is the active
probability of primary users on one subchannel.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The system model is described in Section II. In
Section III, the problem of optimal power, rate, and subchannel allocation is formulated; the solutions
are presented in Section IV. Asymptotic throughput analysis is given in Section V. Section VI contains
simulation results, followed by concluding remarks in Section VII.
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5II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Architecture and Protocol
As illustrated in Figure 1, the secondary user (SU) system is a cluster-based relay-assisted cognitive
OFDMA downlink system consists of one base station (BS) transmitting to K mobile users (MS), where
communications are assisted by M relay stations (RS) as elaborated shortly. The cell is divided into
M + 1 clusters as shown in Figure 1. The central cluster (served by the BS) is indexed as the 0-th
cluster, whose users directly communicate with the base station over relatively short distances. Each of
the remaining M clusters is served by a half-duplexing RS3. Specifically, each RS forwards data packets
from the base station to users in the its cluster using the decode-and-forward (DaF) strategy. The number
of users in the m-th cluster is denoted as Km. For the notation convenience, we assume that the first M
users in the 0-th cluster are the M RSs, and the remaining K0−M users in the 0-th cluster are the MSs
of the 0-th cluster (K0 +K1 + ...+KM = K +M ).
The above secondary user (SU) system is assumed to opportunistically access a spectrum licensed to
another network, whose users are referred to as the primary users (PU) and have the highest priority
of using the spectrum. Primary users are distributed over the service area of the SU system. To avoid
interrupting the communication of primary users, every transmitter (including the BS and the RSs) of
the SU system is not allowed to transmit if there is active PU in the coverage.
The protocol for relay transmission is described as follows. The channels are assumed to be frequency
selective and divided into N independent subchannels using the orthogonal frequency division multiplex-
ing (OFDM) modulation [17]. Downlink transmission is divided into frames, each with two phases (as
illustrated in Figure 2). In phase one, the base station delivers packets to the MSs of the 0-th cluster and
all the RSs; in phase two, each RS forwards data packets to the MSs in the corresponding cluster. To
avoid interfering MSs in other clusters, we have the following assumption:
Assumption 1: The base station does not deliver packets in phase two. In order to control the inter-
cluster interference between two adjacent relay clusters, the transmitted signals at the adjacent RSs are
spread by different orthogonal spreading sequences in the frequency domain as illustrated in Figure 1.
3In this architecture, the system design still has the flexibility that each MS can be served by multiple RSs and BS: each MS
can be treated as multiple virtual MSs, each served by one RS.
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6B. Channel Model
The channel realization is assumed to be quasi-static over one frame but independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) across different frames. Channel gains are characterized by the long-term path loss,
shadowing and the short-term fading. The symbol received at the k-th user of the m-th cluster in the
n-th subchannel, denoted as Ym,n,k, can be written as
Ym,n,k =
√
pm,n,klm,kHm,n,kXm,n,k + Zm,n,k,
where Xm,n,k is the transmitted symbol, pm,n,k is the transmission power, lm,k is the long-term channel
attenuation due to path loss and shadowing, Hm,n,k ∼ CN (0, 1) models short-term fading, and Zm,n,k ∼
CN (0, 1) represents the additive white Gaussian noise. Note that Hm,n,k represents the channel between
the k-th user and the base station if m = 0, or the m-th relay station if m > 0.
The BS and RSs adapt the data rates, power, subchannel allocation for the downlink transmission based
on the CSI at the transmitter (CSIT). We consider a time division duplex (TDD) system where the CSIT
can be acquired by channel reciprocal [18]. Due to CSI estimation noise as well as duplexing delay, the
CSIT obtained will not be accurate and the CSIT error model (based on MMSE prediction) is given by
[18]:
Hˆm,n,k = Hm,n,k +∆Hm,n,k, ∀m,n, k (1)
where Hm,n,k represents actual CSI, ∆Hm,n,k represents the CSIT error which is modelled as complex
Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance σ2e (∆Hm,n,k ∼ CN (0, σ2e )), and E[∆Hm,n,kHˆm,n,k] = 0
(meaning that the estimation error ∆Hm,n,k is uncorrelated to CSIT Hˆm,n,k). For convenience, the CSIT
is grouped according to cluster as the sets Hˆm = ∪n,k{Hˆm,n,k} for 0 ≤ m ≤M , which are referred to
as local CSIT at the m-th cluster. The set Hˆ =
M⋃
m=0
Hˆm is called as global CSIT.
C. Dynamic Spectrum Access and Fairness Issues
In each cluster, each secondary user senses the spectrum and searches for subchannels unused by
primary users, which, for instance, may be wireless microphones or other Part 74 devices [19]. The
spectrum sensing results consist of binary indicators specifying the availability of subchannels. These
sensing resutls are referred to as raw sensing information (RSI) in this paper. Let Sˆm,n,k ∈ {0, 1}
denote the sensed state at the k-th user on the n-th subchannel in the m-th cluster, where Sˆm,n,k = 1
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7and 0 correspond to the states “available” and “unavailable”, respectively. RSI Sˆm = {Sˆm,n,k|∀n, k} is
communicated by users to their corresponding servers (BS/RS) for enabling resource allocation. Moreover,
we also define the aggregation of RSI from all clusters as Sˆ = {Sˆm|∀m}. Let Sm,n be the actual
primary-user state on the n-th subchannel in the m-th cluster with Sm,n = 1 denoting subchannel is
actually available and Sm,n = 0 denoting otherwise, Sm = {Sm,n|∀n} be the actual PU activity of all
the subchannels in the m-th cluster and S = {Sm|∀m} be the aggregation of actual PU activity of all
clusters which is quasi-static over a number of frames4. Moreover, define qp = Pr(Sm,n = 1) as the
probability one subchannel is available, which is assumed to be identical for all m and n. In practice, we
cannot have perfect sensing at the mobile and there exist nonzero probabilities for the events false alarm(
qf = Pr(Sˆm,n,k = 0|Sm,n = 1)
)
and mis-detection
(
qm = Pr(Sˆm,n,k = 1|Sm,n = 0)
)
[20]. Moreover,
qd = 1− qm represents the probability of detection.
Due to the imperfect sensing measurement, it is not possible to eliminate the interference from the SU
to the PU systems. To protect communication in the PU networks, we require
Im,n = (
Km∑
k=1
pm,n,k)τm,n(1−E[Sm,n|Ŝm,n]) ≤ I, ∀m,n, (2)
where Im,n is the conditional average interference level (conditioned on the sensing measurement) from
the SU (at the m-th cluster and the n-th subchannel) to the active PU, Ŝm,n = {Sˆm,n,k|k ∈ {1,Km}},
pm,n,k is the transmit power of the m-th RS (or BS) to its k-th MS in the n-th subchannel, τm,n is the
path loss between the SU transmitter (at the m-th cluster and the n-th subchannel) and the active PU.
Thus, each SU transmitter should guarantee that the average interference to the active PU in its cluster
area is not larger than one tolerance threshold I .
Remarks (Fairness Issue with Cognitive OFDMA Systems without RS): Consider a simple scenario
where we have one PU in each of the M RS clusters as well as the BS cluster as shown in Figure 1. As
a result, there are M + 1 PUs in the system. Let qp be the probability that the PU in a cluster becomes
active in one subchannel. If there are no RS in the SU system in Figure 1, the access opportunity of a
cell-edge user (users in the cluster m > 0) in one subchannel is (1−qp)M+1, which is the probability for
all the M + 1 PUs in the BS’s coverage area to be idle. Hence, the cell-edge users could hardly access
the spectrum even for moderate PU activity, leading to critical fairness issue.
4In practice, the PU activity changes over a longer time scale compared with the CSI.
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8III. JOINT CONTROL OF RATE, POWER AND SUBCHANNEL ALLOCATION: PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we shall formulate the rate, power and subchannel allocation design as an optimization
problem. We first formally define the optimization variables (control policies) as well as the optimization
objectives below.
A. Definitions of Control Policies
Consider transmitting to the k-th user in the 0-th cluster (the BS’s cluster) over the n-th subchannel.
The transmission power, rate and percentage of subchannels the base station allocates to the user is
denoted as p0,n,k(Hˆ, Sˆ), r0,n,k(Hˆ, Sˆ) and α0,n,k(Hˆ, Sˆ) respectively, which are adapted to the imperfect
CSIT Hˆ and RSI Sˆ. The corresponding polices for controlling transmit power (P0), subchannel allocation
(A0) and transmit data rate (R0) are defined as the function sets P0 :=
{
p0,n,k(Hˆ, Sˆ)|∀n, k
}
, A0 ={
α0,n,k(Hˆ, Sˆ)|∀n, k
}
, and R0 =
{
r0,n,k(Hˆ, Sˆ)|∀n, k
}
. These policies must satisfy a set of constraints.
Specifically, assuming the total transmission power at the base station is fixed at P0,
Power constraint (BS):
N∑
n=1
K0∑
k=1
p0,n,k(Hˆ, Sˆ) ≤ P0. (3)
By definition, the percentages of subchannels allocated to different users/relay-stations satisfy
Subchannel allocation constraint (BS):
K0∑
k=1
α0,n,k(Hˆ, Sˆ) ≤ 1, ∀n ∈ [1, N ]. (4)
Furthermore, the data rates are adjusted under a constraint on the per-hop packet error probability5 Pout,
namely that for given a per-hop PER constraint 0 < ǫ < 1
Per-hop outage constraint (BS): Pout(r0,n,k, Hˆ) = Pr(r0,n,k > R0,n,k|Hˆ) = ǫ, ∀n ∈ [1, N ], k ∈ [1,K0],
(5)
where R0,n,k is the maximum achievable data rate from the base station to k-th user in the n-th subchannel.
Each packet transmitting from the base station to a relay station is designed to contain information
bits for users to be served by this RS in the cluster. Let dm,n,k be the fraction of k-th user’s information
5We assume sufficiently strong coding, such as LDPC, is used so that the PER is dominated by the channel outage (transmit
data rate less than the instantaneous mutual information). This is reasonable as it has been shown [21] that LDPC for reasonable
block size (e.g. 8kbyte) could achieve the Shannon’s limit to within 0.05dB.
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9bits in a packet transmitted over the n-th subchannel and received at the m-th relay station. It follows
from the definition that
Packet partition constraint (BS):
Km∑
k=1
dm,n,k ≤ 1, ∀m > 0, n. (6)
The base station is assumed to control {dm,n,k} based on the CSIT and RSI. The corresponding control
policy for the m-th RS is defined as Dm :=
{
dm,n,k(Hˆ, Sˆ)|∀n, k
}
. Moreover, we also define the system
packet partition policy as D =
M⋃
m=1
Dm.
The policies used by a relay station depend on the packet receiving status of the phase one transmission.
Let tn,m ∈ {0, 1} denote the indicator of the decoding state of the m-th relay station on the n-th
subchannel, where tn,m = 1 means the corresponding packet is decoded successfully and tn,m = 0 means
otherwise. Moreover, define the set Tm = {tn,m|∀n ∈ [1, N ]}. Adding the newly defined sets as input,
the policies for controlling power, rate, and subchannel allocation at relay stations are defined similarly
to those for the base station as Pm :=
{
pm,n,k(Hˆ, Sˆ,Tm)|∀n, k
}
, Am :=
{
αm,n,k(Hˆ, Sˆ,Tm)|∀n, k
}
,
and Rm =
{
rm,n,k(Hˆ, Sˆ,Tm)|∀n, k
}
. These policies must satisfy the following constraints
Power constraint (relay):
N∑
n=1
Km∑
k=1
pm,n,k ≤ Pm,∀m ∈ [1,M ] (7)
Subchannel allocation constraint (relay):
Km∑
k=1
αm,n,k ≤ 1, ∀m ∈ [1,M ], n ∈ [1, N ] (8)
Per-hop outage constraint (relay): Pout({rm,n,k}, Hˆ,Tm) = Pr(rm,n,k > Rm,n,k|Hˆ) = ǫ (9)
Flow balance constraint:
N∑
n=1
rm,n,k ≤
N∑
n=1
dm,n,ktn,mr0,n,m, ∀m ∈ [1,M ], k ∈ [1,Km]. (10)
where Rm,n,k is the maximum achievable data rate from the m-th relay station to k-th user in the n-th
subchannel, the last constraint (10) is because the total information bits transmitted by each RS cannot
be more than the information bits received from the BS.
B. Average Weighted Goodput and Fairness
The average weighted goodput is defined and used in the sequel as the metric for optimizing control
policies discussed in the preceding section. When the PU is not active at the m-th cluster and the n-th
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subchannel (Sm,n = 1), the instantaneous mutual information between the m-th transmitter and the k-th
receiver in the n-th subchannel is given by:
Cm,n,k = gmαm,n,k log2
(
1 +
pm,n,klm,k|Hm,n,k|
2
αm,n,k
)
if Sm,n = 1,
where gm ∈ {0.25, 0.5} (g0 = 0.5 and gm = 0.25 ∀m > 0) is a constant indicating the spectrum
efficiency. Due to the half-duplex constraint at the base station, gm is equal to 0.5 for m = 0 (base
station’s cluster). Moreover, due to the half-duplex constraint and the orthogonal spreading at the RSs,
gm = 0.25 for m ≥ 1 (relay stations’ clusters). On the other hand, we have the following assumption on
the interference from PU to SU:
Assumption 2: We assume the power of active PU is large, so that the SU transmission in one cluster
will fail if there is any active PU in that cluster using the same subchannel.
Hence, when Sm,n = 0 (PU active), there is large interference from the PU and the instantaneous mutual
information can be regarded as Cm,n,k = 0. As a result, the instantaneous mutual information can be
written as:
Cm,n,k =

gmαm,n,k log2
(
1 +
pm,n,klm,k|Hm,n,k|
2
αm,n,k
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rm,n,k
, if Sm,n = 1;
0, if Sm,n = 0.
Due to the imperfect CSIT knowledge, there is uncertainty in the instantaneous mutual information Cm,n,k
at the transmitters and hence, there will be potential packet errors due to channel outage if the scheduled
data rate exceeds Cm,n,k. This packet error is systematic and cannot be alleviated by using strong error
correction coding. As a result, we shall consider goodput (b/s successfully delivered to the mobiles) as
our performance measure. The instantaneous goodput over the (m,n, k)-th subchannel is defined as
Um,n,k = rm,n,kI(rm,n,k ≤ Cm,n,k)
= rm,n,kSm,nI(rm,n,k ≤ Rm,n,k),
where I(A) is the indicator function with value 1 when the event A is true and 0 otherwise.
Let {wm,k} be a set of goodput weights for different users (the weight for the k-th user in the m-
th cluster is wm,k), whose values are set according to the users’ QoS priorities. The average weighted
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goodput is given below:
G(A,P,D) := E
S,Sˆ,H,Hˆ
[ N∑
n=1
K0∑
k=M+1
w0,kU0,n,k +
M∑
m=1
N∑
n=1
Km∑
k=1
wm,kUm,n,k
]
= E
Sˆ,Hˆ
{
ES,H
[ N∑
n=1
K0∑
k=M+1
w0,kU0,n,k | Sˆ, Hˆ
]
+
M∑
m=1
ES,H
[
N∑
n=1
Km∑
k=1
wm,kUm,n,k | Sˆ, Hˆ
]}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
G˜(A,P,D|Sˆ,Hˆ)
,
where G˜ defined above is referred to as the conditional average system goodput (conditioned on Sˆ, Hˆ),
A = {Am|∀m ∈ [0,M ]}, P = {Pm|∀m ∈ [0,M ]} and D = {Dm|∀m ∈ [1,M ]} are the subchannel
allocation policy, power allocation policy and packet partition policy of the system respectively, A, P
and D denote the subchannel allocation action, power allocation action and packet partition action of the
system respectively for a given global CSIT Sˆ and global RSI Hˆ .
Remarks (Incorporating Fairness in the weighted Goodput): Note that the optimization objective in
the above equation embraces fairness in the resource allocation. For instance, users with higher priorities
could be allocated a larger weight wm,k. Furthermore, proportional fair scheduling (PFS), which is a
commonly used fairness attribute, is also embraced by setting wm,k(t) = 1R˜m,k(t) , where wm,k(t) is
the weight of the k-th users at the m-th cluster and t-th frame and R˜m,k(t) is the measured average
throughput of this user. R˜m,k(t) is updated on each frame according to R˜m,k(t) = (1− 1ts )R˜m,k(t−1)+
1
ts
∑N
n=1 rm,n,k(t), where ts is the duration of one frame and rm,n,k(t) is the scheduled data rate of the
user in the t-th frame.
Notice that
ES,H[U0,n,k|Sˆ, Hˆ] = β0,nr0,n,k(1− Pr[r0,n,k > R0,n,k|Hˆ])
= β0,nr0,n,k(1− ǫ)
ES,H
[
N∑
n=1
Km∑
k=1
wm,kUm,n,k | Sˆ, Hˆ
]
= ETm,Sm,Hm
[
N∑
n=1
Km∑
k=1
wm,kUm,n,k | Sˆ, Hˆ
]
= ETm
[
N∑
n=1
Km∑
k=1
ESm,Hm [wm,kUm,n,k|Tm] | Sˆ, Hˆ
]
= ETm
[ N∑
n=1
Km∑
k=1
wm,kβm,nrm,n,k
(
1− Pr[rm,n,k > Rm,n,k|Hˆ]
)]
= ETm
[ N∑
n=1
Km∑
k=1
wm,kβm,nrm,n,k
(
1− ǫ
)]
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where βm,n = E[Sm,n|Sˆ] is the probability that the n-th subchannel in the m-th cluster is available given
the sensing feedbacks from the mobiles and Pr[rm,n,k > Rm,n,k|Hˆ] = ǫ (∀m,n, k) is conditional packet
error probability of one-hop link for given Hˆ, G˜ can be written as
G˜(A,P,D|Sˆ, Hˆ) =
N∑
n=1
K0∑
k=M+1
w0,kβ0,nr0,n,k
(
1− ǫ
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
G˜0(A0,P0|Sˆ,Hˆ)
+
M∑
m=1
ETm
[ N∑
n=1
Km∑
k=1
wm,kβm,nrm,n,k
(
1− ǫ
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
G˜m(A0,P0,Am,Dm,Pm|Sˆm,Hˆm,Tm)
]
,
or
G˜(A,P,D|Sˆ, Hˆ) = G˜0(A0,P0|Sˆ, Hˆ) +
M∑
m=1
ETmG˜m(A0,P0,Am,Dm,Pm|Sˆm, Hˆm,Tm),
where Am = {αm,n,k|∀n, k}, Pm = {pm,n,k|∀m,n, k}, Dm = {dm,n,k|∀n, k} and D = {Dm|∀m},
A = {Am|∀m}, P = {Pm|∀m}.
C. Problem Formulation
Since a policy consists of a set of actions for each realization of CSIT and RSI, finding the optimal
policy is equivalent to the following problem.
Problem 1: For each given CSIT Hˆ and RSI Sˆ realization, we have:
{A∗(Hˆ, Sˆ),P∗(Hˆ, Sˆ),D∗(Hˆ, Sˆ)}
= max
A0,P0,D
{
G˜0(A0,P0|Sˆ, Hˆ) +
M∑
m=1
ETm
 maxAm,Pm G˜m(A0,P0,Am,Dm,Pm|Sˆm, Hˆm,Tm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Local Optimization on G˜m

}
s.t. the constraints in (2)-(10),
Remarks (Comparison with Traditional Resource Allocation Problem in OFDMA Systems):
Noting that neither the objective function nor the constraint (10) is convex, the traditional optimization
approaches in [6], [7] cannot be applied in this problem as the duality gap is not zero. Moreover, due to
the potential packet error at the BS-RS link, the traditional centralized controller needs to solve O(M2N )
control variables for all possible Tm realization in Problem 1 (RS’s control actions are the function of
Tm). Thus, the brute force solution for Problem 1 involves unacceptable computational complexity and
huge communication overhead between the BS and the RSs. In this paper, we shall show how to divide
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and conquer this non-convex optimization problem into the optimization problem at the BS and RSs. By
appropriate design of backward recursion and online strategy, the system only need to solve O(MN)
control variables. Furthermore, the algorithm can be implemented distributively in the system and the
communication overhead between the BS and RSs is very small.
In Problem 1, the local optimization on G˜m with respect to Am and Pm ( max
Am,Pm
G˜m(·)) is subject to
the constraints (2) (m > 0) and (7)-(10). As a result, for a given Phase-I receiving status {r0,n,mtn,m}
and the packet partitioning {dm,n,k}, these local optimizations on max
Am,Pm
G˜m(·) can be done locally at
the m-th RS for m ∈ 1, ..,M . Therefore, using standard argument of primal decomposition [22], solving
Problem 1 is equivalent to solving the following two subproblems:
Subproblem 1 (Optimization at m-th RS):
G˜∗m({r0,n,mtn,m}, {dm,n,k}|Sˆm, Hˆm) = max
Am,Pm
G˜m(Am,Pm, {r0,n,mtn,m}, {dm,n,k}|Sˆm, Hˆm)
= max
Am,Pm
N∑
n=1
Km∑
k=1
1
4
(1− ǫ)wm,kβm,nαm,n,k log2(1 +
pm,n,k
αm,n,k
ϕm,n,k)
s.t. the constraints in (2) (m > 0), (7)-(10).
where ϕm,n,k = 12 lm,nσ
2
eF
−1
|Hˆm,n,k|2/
1
2
σ2e
(ǫ) which is obtained from the outage probability constraint, and
F−1
|Hˆm,n,k|2/
1
2
σ2e
(·) denotes the inverse cdf of non-central chi-square random variable with 2 degrees of
freedom and non-centrality parameter |Hˆm,n,k|2/12σ
2
e .
Subproblem 2 (Optimization at the BS):
max
A0,P0,D
G˜0(A0,P0|Sˆ, Hˆ) +
M∑
m=1
ETmG˜
∗
m({r0,n,mtn,m}, {dm,n,k}|Sˆm, Hˆm)
= max
A0,P0,D
N∑
n=1
K0∑
k=M+1
1
2
(1− ǫ)w0,kβ0,nα0,n,k log2(1 +
p0,n,k
α0,n,k
ϕ0,n,k)
+
M∑
m=1
ETmG˜
∗
m({r0,n,mtn,m}, {dm,n,k}|Sˆm, Hˆm)
= max
A0,P0
N∑
n=1
K0∑
k=M+1
1
2
(1− ǫ)w0,kβ0,nα0,n,k log2(1 +
p0,n,k
α0,n,k
ϕ0,n,k)
+
M∑
m=1
ETmG˜
∗∗
m (
∑
n
r0,n,mtn,m|Sˆm, Hˆm) (11)
s.t. the constraints in (2) (m = 0), and (3)-(5),
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where
G˜∗∗m (
∑
n
r0,n,mtn,m|Sˆm, Hˆm) = max
{dm,n,k|∀k}
G˜∗m({r0,n,mtn,m}, {dm,n,k}|Sˆm, Hˆm).
The divide and conquer procedure to solve Problem 1 is given below:
• Backward Recursion: At the beginning of each frame, after channel estimation and sensing, each
RS calculates and feedbacks the function G˜∗∗m (r|Sˆm, Hˆm) to the BS.
• Online Strategy: In phase one, the BS solves the Subproblem 2 and delivers packets accordingly.
In phase two, each RS (say the m-th RS) solves its Subproblem 1 according to the packet receiving
status in phase one {r0,n,mtn,m|∀n = 1, 2, ..., N}, and delivers packets accordingly.
IV. JOINT CONTROL OF RATE, POWER AND SUBCHANNEL ALLOCATION: SOLUTIONS
In this section, We shall derive a low-complexity solution for the general weighted goodput opti-
mization. The solution supports decentralized implementation which significantly reduce computational
complexity and signaling loading. Furthermore, the solution is asymptotically optimal when the number
of users is sufficiently large and the BS-RS links are sufficiently good. We shall also derive the solution
for PFS as a special case.
A. Asymptotically Optimal Algorithm
Solution of Subproblem 1: The Subproblem 1 can be solved by using the duality approach [23].
Specifically, the Lagrangian is given as
Lm = G˜m −
N∑
n=1
λn
(
Km∑
k=1
αm,n,k − 1
)
− ν
(
N∑
n=1
Km∑
k=1
pm,n,k − Pm
)
−
N∑
n=1
ηn
(
Km∑
k=1
(1− βm,n)τ
2
m,npm,n,k − I
)
−
Km∑
k=1
µk
(
N∑
n=1
αm,n,k
4
log2(1 +
pm,n,kϕm,n,k
αm,n,k
)−Rm,k
)
where Rm,k =
∑N
n=1 tn,mdm,n,kr0,n,m is constant in this subproblem. Hence, the dual problem is:
Subproblem 3 (Dual Problem of Subproblem 1):
min
~λ,~η,~µ,ν
max
Am,Pm
Lm(~λ, ~η, ~µ, ν)
s.t. ~λ, ~η, ~µ, ν  0,
where A  0 means each element of vector A is nonnegative.
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The algorithm to solve the above dual problem is presented in Appendix A. Note that the Subproblem 1
is a non-convex optimization problem because the optimization constraint is non-convex. Nevertheless,
since the problem satisfies the property of “time sharing” as introduced in [24], the duality gap of the
above problem is zero, and hence, solving the above dual problem will lead to the optimal solution of
Subproblem 1.
Solution of Subproblem 2: The expectation on the binary vector Tm in Subproblem 2 should take over
exponential order (w.r.t. the number of subchannels N ) of possible situations, which raises unacceptable
computational complexity. In the following lemma, we show that the expectation over the binary vector
Tm can be decoupled into each subchannel asymptotically, therefore, the computational complexity
become linear.
Lemma 1 (Asymptotically Equivalent Objective): When the channels between the BS and the RSs are
sufficiently good, one relay is scheduled at most on one subchannel. Hence, (11) can be written as
max
A0,P0
G˜0(A0,P0|Sˆm, Hˆm) +
M∑
m=1
N∑
n=1
(1− ǫ)β0,nG˜
∗∗
m (r0,n,m|Sˆm, Hˆm).
Proof: Please refer to Appendix B. 
Since the Subproblem 2 is calculated at the BS, each RS should inform the expression of G˜∗∗m (r) to BS.
The feedback of accurate G˜∗∗m (r) expression involves large feedback overhead. In the following lemma,
we show that the feedback overhead can be significantly reduced when the user density ρ is sufficiently
large:
Lemma 2: When the user density ρ is sufficiently large, G˜∗∗m (r) is a convex piecewise linear function.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix C. 
The construction of function G˜∗∗m (r) is presented in Appendix C as well. Moreover, an example of
function G˜∗∗m (r) is illustrated in Figure 3. With the conclusions of the Lemma 1, the Subproblem 2 is a
convex optimization problem and can also be solved by the duality approach (Similar to Subproblem 1)
which is presented in in Appendix A. As a result, the overall decentralized resource allocation algorithm
for the relay-assisted CR system is summarized below:
Algorithm 1 (Decentralized Asymmetrical Optimal Control Algorithm): The overall decentralized con-
trol algorithm includes the following steps:
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• Step 1 (Cluster-Based Spectrum Sensing): For m = {0, ..,M}, mobiles in cluster m deliver the 1-bit
RSI to the cluster controller (BS or RS).
• Step 2 (Backward Recursion): The m-th RS feeds back the function G˜∗∗m (·) to the BS.
• Step 3 (Online Strategy — Phase One): From the local CSI (Hˆ0), local RSI (Sˆ0) and G˜∗∗m (·), the
BS determines the power, rate and subchannel allocation of the mobiles in cluster 0 as well as the
RSs using the iterative algorithm for Subproblem 2 in Appendix A.
• Step 4 (Online Strategy — Phase Two): If the m-th RS decodes the information from the BS
successfully, it will determine the power, rate, subchannel allocation to the MSs in its cluster based
on the local CSI (Hˆm) and RSI (Sˆm) using the solution of Subproblem 1 in appendix A.
Remarks: The solution is decentralized in the sense that the computational loading is shared between
the BS and the RSs. Furthermore, only local CSI is needed at the m-th RS and the BS and this substantially
reduces the required signaling loading to deliver the global CSI in conventional centralized approach.
While the m-th RS needs to feedback G˜∗∗m (·) to the BS, the required signaling loading is very small
because G˜∗∗m (·) is a piecewise-linear function (as illustrated in Figure 3) and it can be characterized by
O(ML) parameters in the worst case (L is the number of QoS levels).
B. PFS scheduling for Two-Hop RS-Assisted Cognitive OFDMA System
The system objective function of PFS is given by ∑
m,n,k
Um,n,k
R˜m,k
, where R˜m,k is the average throughput of
the k-th user in the m-th cluster. As a result, the PFS is a special case of the weighted goodput objective
considered in the paper. Yet, brute-force applications of the solution in the pervious section in PFS will
incur a large signaling overhead from the RS to the BS because the G˜∗∗m (·) of PFS involves very large
number of parameters (and hence, induce huge signaling overhead for m-th RS to feedback G˜∗∗m (·) to the
BS). In the following, we obtain a simple characterization of G˜∗∗m (·) (which is asymptotically optimal)
under PFS.
Lemma 3: Suppose the links between the base station and the relays are sufficiently good, if Km is
sufficiently large, G˜∗∗m (r) can be simplified as follows in Subproblem 2
G˜∗∗m (r) =

∑N
n=1
rwm,Am,nβm,n(1−ǫ)
4Rm
log2(1 + pm,nlm,n,Am,nϕm,n,Am,n) r ≤ Rm∑N
n=1
wm,Am,nβm,n(1−ǫ)
4 log2(1 + pm,nlm,n,Am,nϕm,n,Am,n) Otherwise
(12)
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where
Rm =
N∑
n=1
1
4
log2(1 + pnlm,n,Am,nϕm,n,Am,n), pm,n =
βm,nP0∑N
n=1 βm,n
and
Am,n = argmax
k
wm,k log2(1 + pm,nlm,n,kϕm,n,k).
Proof: Please refer to Appendix D. 
Since G˜∗∗m (r) can be parameterized by
(
Rm,
∑N
n=1
wm,Am,nβm,n(1−ǫ)
4 log2(1 + pm,nlm,n,Am,nϕm,n,Am,n)
)
,
the feedback overhead to deliver G˜∗∗m (r) from the m-th RS to the BS is very small and does not scale
with Km.
V. ASYMPTOTIC GOODPUT OF TWO-HOP RS-ASSISTED COGNITIVE OFDMA SYSTEMS UNDER PFS
In this section, we analyze the asymptotic performance of the scheduling algorithm derived in the
preceding section. Specifically, the system throughput is derived for a sufficiently large number of users
in each cluster. To obtain insights on the performance gains, we impose a set of simplifying assumptions.
We assume each cluster contains Kc MSs. Furthermore, we assume line-of-sight link (with high gain
antenna) between the RSs and the BS and hence, the throughput is limited by the second hop. Finally,
users will not be closer than γ to the RS, where γ is certain fixed distance. The following theorem
summarizes the asymptotic system goodput of the relay-assisted cognitive OFDMA system under PFS.
Theorem 1: Suppose there are M RS clusters and N independent subchannel in the system. Further-
more, consider a simple scenario where there is one PU in each of the M RS clusters and the BS cluster,
as shown in Figure 1. Let qp be the probability that a PU becomes active in a subchannel. For sufficiently
large number of MSs per cluster Kc and sufficiently strong BS-RS links in the above system, the average
throughput of the k-th user in the m-th cluster (m > 1) achieved under the proportional fair scheduling
is given by
Tm,k =
N(1− qp)(1 − q
N
p )
Kc
∫ +∞
0
1
4
log2(1 +
Pm
N
lm,kx)dFmax,Kc(x) (13)
=
N(1− qp)(1 − q
N
p )
4Kc
log2(1 +
Pm
N
lm,k lnKc) when Kc → +∞, (14)
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where Fmax,Kc(x) is the CDF of max{|Hm,n,k||∀k}. The equivalent PFS scheduling rule at the RS is
given by
Am,n = argmax
k
{|Hm,n,k||∀k} (15)
where Am,n is the selected user of the subchannel n in the m-th cluster.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix E. 
Using similar analysis as in Appendix E, it can be shown that the average goodput (under PFS) of a
mobile in a cognitive OFDMA system without RS is given by:
T
(b)
m,k = (1− qp)
M+1 N
MKc
log2(1 +
P0
N
l
(b)
m,k lnKcM) when Kc → +∞, (16)
where Fmax,MKc(x) is the CDF of max{|Hm,n,k||∀k,m}, l
(b)
m,k is the long-term path loss and shadowing
from the user to the base station, the coefficient (1− qp)M+1 before the logarithm is the probability that
one subchannel is available6, the N in the numerator of the coefficient before logarithm is because there
are N parallel independent subchannels, and the MKc in the denominator of the coefficient is because in
each subchannel the access probability of each MS is 1/(MKc). Compared with the results in Theorem
1, it can be concluded that
• The system goodput of the regular cognitive OFDMA system without relay stations is O(N(1 −
qp)
M+1 ln lnMKc), which is very sensitive to the PU activity due to the factor (1 − qp)M+1. For
moderate qp, the spectrum access opportunity of the cell-edge users is very small.
• The spectrum access opportunity of the cell-edge users can be improved by employing relays. Active
primary users in one relay cluster would not affect the packet transmission on other relay clusters
as illustrated by the factor (1 − qp)(1 − qNp ) in equation (14). Moreover, the receiving SNR at the
mobile users is significantly increased by employing relays (lm,k >> l(b)m,k). As a result, the relay-
assisted CR system can achieve much higher system throughput than the baseline system without
relays under PFS.
6Since qp is the probability that a PU will be active in one subchannel of one cluster, the probability that one subchannel
being clean (no active PU) in the whole cell is (1− qp)M+1. Since the BS can transmit packets to the cell edge users in one
subchannel only when this subchannel is clean in the whole cell area (i.e. all PUs in the coverage area are IDLE). Thus, the
probability that one subchannel is available is (1− qp)M+1.
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VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we shall compare the performance of the proposed relay-assisted cognitive OFDMA
system with several baseline systems. Baseline 0 refers to a naive design of a cognitive OFDMA system
(without RS) where the power, rate and subchannel allocation are designed assuming perfect CSIT.
Baseline 1 refers to the Separate and Sequential Allocation (SSA) in relay-assisted cognitive OFDMA
system, which is a semi-distributed scheme proposed for relay-assisted OFDMA systems in [16]. Similar
approach also appears in [10], [12]. Baseline 2 and 3 refer to a similar cognitive OFDMA system (without
RS). Moreover, in baseline 1 and 2, the PU activity in RS clusters is the same as that in BS cluster,
i.e. qpm = qp0. In baseline 3, the PU activity in RS clusters is much lower than that in BS cluster, i.e.
qpm = 1− (1− qp0)
1/6
. In Baseline 1, 2 and 3, the control policy are designed for imperfect CSIT. The
overall cell radius of the system is 5000m7 in which Cluster 0 has radium of 2000m and RS 1-6 are
evenly distributed on a circle with radius 3000m as illustrated in Figure 1. MSs randomly distribute in the
cell with K0 = 10 MSs in Cluster 0 and Km = 5 in Cluster m(m = 1, · · · , 6). The path loss model of
BS-MS and RS-MS is 128.1+37.6 log10(R) dB, and path loss model of BS-RS is 128.1+28.8 log10(R)
dB (R in km). The lognormal shadowing standard deviation is 8 dB. There are 64 subcarriers with 4
independent subchannels. The small scale fading follows CN (0, 1). We set up our simulation scenarios
according to the practical settings [26]. The average interference constraint to the PU is 0 dB. Each point
in the figures is obtained by averaging over 2000 independent fading realizations.
System Performance versus PU Activities: Figure 4 illustrates the PFS objective ∑k logRk8 (average
sum-log-rate successfully received by each MS) and access probability9 of MSs in Cluster m (m =
1, · · · ,M ) versus PU activity qp at receive SNR = 10 dB and σ2e = 0.01.
∑
k logRk and access
probability decrease with the increase of PU activities. It can be observed that our proposed scheme
provides much greater access probability as well as fairness/throughput performance for the MSs at the
cell edge compared with baseline 2 and 3 over a wide range of PU activities. This performance gain is
contributed by the conventional RS path-loss gain as well as the increase in the access opportunity for
75000 m is one of the typical cell radius for LTE and LTE-advanced systems (e.g. rural area)[25].
8∑
k
logRk is the PFS optimization objective which is a good indication on the tradeoff between throughput and fairness.
9Access probability is the probability that a MS on the cell edge is allowed to receive data on at least one subchannel in a
scheduling slot.
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MS at the edge.
Figure 5 illustrates histogram of the average goodput of MSs (average data rate successfully received
by the MSs) at various distance from the BS at receive SNR = 10 dB and σ2e = 0.01. It can be
observed that baseline 2 can deliver large system goodput only for those MSs close to the BS. It has very
low access probability and average goodput for those far-away mobiles, causing severe fairness issues.
However, there is a significant gains in the system goodput of far-away MSs in the proposed system and
baseline 1, illustrating both the throughput and fairness advantage of the system with RSs. Furthermore,
the proposed scheme outperforms SSA scheme in baseline 1. Figure 6 illustrates the corresponding CDF
of average goodput of MSs at various distance. The low average goodput regime (x-axis) demonstrates
the performance of cell-edge users: the larger probability (y-axis) in low average goodput regime the
larger average goodput of the cell-edge users. It can be observed that our proposed scheme brings better
performance (larger average goodput to the cell-edge users and sum average goodput of all users )
compared with the baselines.
System Performance versus Receive SNR: Figure 7 illustrates the PFS objective ∑k logRk (average
sum-log-rate successfully received by each MS) and access probability of MSs in Cluster m (m =
1, · · · ,M ) versus receive SNR. It can be observed that our proposed design has significant gain over
the baseline 1, 2 and 3 systems. The gain is more prominent at low SNR region because the conventional
RS reduce the path loss greatly and utilizes the limited power more efficiently.
System Performance versus the Number of MSs: Figure 8 illustrates
∑
k logRk (average sum-log-
rate successfully received by each MS) versus the number of MSs in a cell at receive SNR = 10 dB
and σ2e = 0.01. The ratio between K0 and Km is kept constant. While the proposed scheme has the best
performance over baseline 2 and 3, the performance of all the three schemes increases with K, which
demonstrated the multi-user diversity gain in the system.
System Performance versus CSIT quality: Figure 9 illustrates the average system goodput (average
data rate successfully received by the MS) versus CSIT quality. The performance gain of the proposed
scheme versus baseline 1 illustrates the robustness of the proposed scheme w.r.t. CSIT errors. On the
other hand, comparison between baseline 2 and baseline 0 illustrated that it is very important to take
CSIT errors into the design. Baseline 0 has very poor performance because there are a lot of error packets
due to channel outage.
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VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed the design of downlink two-hop relay-assisted cognitive OFDMA
system, which has the cluster-based architecture and dynamically shares the spectrum of PU systems.
Optimal decentralized algorithms have been derived for joint rate and power control, and subchannel allo-
cation at the RS and the BS respectively. These algorithms maximize the weighted system goodput where
proportional fair is included as a special case. The solution processed local system state measurement at
the BS and the RS to compute (locally) the power, rate and subchannel allocations of the BS and RS.
Imperfect system state measurement has been taking into consideration to maintain robust performance
of the SU and the PU systems. Significant throughput gains have been observed from simulation results.
We have also derived a simple (asymptotically optimal) control algorithm as well as the closed-form
performance for PFS for sufficiently large number of users.
APPENDIX A: SOLUTION OF SUBPROBLEM 1 AND SUBPROBLEM 2
The gradient of Lm in subproblem 1 vanishes at the maximum, so we have
∂Lm
∂pm,n,k
= 0⇒ pm,n,k = αm,n,k
( 1
4
(
(1− ǫ)βm,nwm,k − µk
)
ln2
(
ν + ηnτ2m,n(1− βm,n)
) − 1
ϕm,n,k
)+
∂Lm
∂αm,n,k
= 0⇒ Xm,n,k ,
1
4
(
(1− ǫ)βm,nwm,k − µk
)(
log2(1 +
pm,n,kϕm,n,k
αm,n,k
)
−
pm,n,kϕm,n,k
ln2 (αm,n,k + pm,n,kϕm,n,k)
)
= λn (17)
and Xm,n,k can be interpreted as marginal benefit of extra bandwidth. For a particular ν, if there is a
unique k∗ = argmax{Xm,n,k} for some n, time-sharing will not happen in this subchannel.
αm,n,k =
 1, Xm,n,k = maxk
{
Xm,n,k
}
> 0
0, otherwise
Since for each given µ, Xm,n,k is a function of the CSI ϕm,n,k, they are independent random variable.
As a result, there is probability 1 that one subchannel is assigned to a single user.
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We use the subgradient method to update the multipliers as follows
λn(i+ 1) =
[
λn(i)− δ(i)
(
1−
Km∑
k=1
αm,n,k
)]
χ
∀n
ν(i+ 1) =
[
ν(i)− δ(i)
(
Pm −
N∑
n=1
Km∑
k=1
pm,n,k
)]
χ
ηn(i+ 1) =
[
ηn(i)− δ(i)
(
Im,n −
Km∑
k=1
(1− βm,n)τ
2
m,npm,n,k
)]
χ
∀n
µk(i+ 1) =
[
µk(i)− δ(i)
(
Rm,k −
N∑
n=1
αm,n,k
4
log(1 +
pm,n,kϕm,n,k
αm,n,k
)
)]
χ
∀k
where {δ(i)} is a sequence of scalar step size and χ denotes the projection onto the feasible set, which
contains all non-negative real numbers. The iterative algorithm terminates when the difference of two
consecutive multipliers is less than a terminating threshold. The subgradient update is guaranteed to
converge to the optimal multipliers λ∗n, ν∗, η∗n, µ∗k.
We form the Lagrangian of Subproblem 2 as follows
L0 = G˜0 +
M∑
m=1
N∑
n=1
(1− ǫ)β0,nG˜
∗
n,m −
N∑
n=1
λn
(
K0∑
k=1
α0,n,k − 1
)
−ν
(
N∑
n=1
K0∑
k=1
p0,n,k − P0
)
−
N∑
n=1
ηn
(
K0∑
k=1
(1− β0,n)τ
2
0,np0,n,k − I0,n
)
(18)
∂L0
∂p0,n,k
= 0 ⇒ p0,n,k = α0,n,k(
1
2(1− ǫ)β0,nw0,k
ln2
(
ν + ηnτ
2
0,n(1− β0,n)
) − 1
ϕ0,n,k
)+
∂L0
∂α0,n,k
= 0 ⇒ X0,n,k ,
1
2
(1− ǫ)β0,nw0,k
(
log2(1 +
p0,n,kϕ0,n,k
α0,n,k
)−
p0,n,kϕ0,n,k
ln2
(
α0,n,k + p0,n,kϕ0,n,k
)) = λn
α0,n,k =
 1, X0,n,k = maxk
{
X0,n,k
}
> 0
0, otherwise
where w0,k(k = 1, · · · ,M) is the derivative on G˜∗m w.r.t. r0,n,m which can be interpreted as the equivalent
weight of the m-th RS. As a result, we can use similar subgradient update procedure as in (18) to obtain
the multipliers λn(i), ν(i), ηn(i). Furthermore, when the data rates for the relay stations are determined,
the packet partition factors {dm,n,k} can be determined according to the structure of G˜∗∗m (·). Thus, select
the best packet partition factors which can achieve the curve of G˜∗∗m (·).
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APPENDIX B: PROOF OF LEMMA 1
According to Appendix A, it with probability 1 that one subchannel is allocated to only one user or
relay station in phase one. Moreover, since channel between the base station and relay station is good
enough, one subchannel is sufficient to carry the data for the phase two transmission. Therefore, it with
probability 1 that one relay is allocated at most one subchannel. Thus, for any relay station, there is only
one positive value in the set of rate allocation {r0,n,m|∀n}. Notice that G˜∗∗m (0) = 0, we have
G˜∗∗m (
∑
n
r0,n,mtn,m|Sˆm, Hˆm) =
N∑
n=1
G˜∗∗m (r0,n,mtn,m|Sˆm, Hˆm)
=
N∑
n=1
tn,mG˜
∗∗
m (r0,n,m|Sˆm, Hˆm) ∀m.
Hence,
ETmG˜
∗∗
m (
∑
n
r0,n,mtn,m|Sˆm, Hˆm) =
N∑
n=1
Etn,mtn,mG˜
∗∗
m (r0,n,m|Sˆm, Hˆm)
=
N∑
n=1
(1− ǫ)β0,nG˜
∗∗
m (r0,n,m|Sˆm, Hˆm) (19)
This complete the proof.
APPENDIX C: PROOF OF LEMMA 2
Without loss of generality, we consider the m-th cluster. Suppose there are L QoS classes and denote
wl as the weight of the l-th QoS class. Since there is sufficiently large number of users in each cluster,
the receiving SNR of the selected users will be sufficiently large, therefore, equal power allocation is
asymptotically optimal. Moreover, since the relay station is only likely to pick up the best users (with
the largest) from each QoS class, and the channel fading of the best user tends to be a constant (e.g.
lnK) when the number of users is sufficiently large, which subchannel is allocated to which QoS class
become independent of the channel fading. Hence, the optimal resource allocation is to do time-sharing
among the L class.
Let gm,l denote the maximum average weighted throughput of the m-th cluster if there are sufficient
information bits at the relay and only the users of the l-th QoS class are scheduled, and {rlm,n,k} be the
rate allocation leading to the maximum average weighted throughput gm,l. We define rm,l =
∑
n,k r
l
m,n,k
denoting the corresponding total transmit data rate. These two parameters can be evaluated by each relay
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locally. We first construct a function of Gm(r) (Gm : R → R) below (An example of Gm(r) is shown in
Figure 3):
• Plot points {(rm,l, gm,l)|∀l} on a plane. This refers to the points B and C in Figure 3.
• Let H be the convex hull of the points {(rm,l, gm,l)|∀l} and (0, 0). This refers to the triangle ABC
in Figure 3.
• Define a region H˜ as H˜ = {(r, g)|∃(r, ge) ∈ H, ge ≤ g}. This refers to the area bounded by line
ABCD and x-axis in Figure 3. Therefore, for any given r, all the average weighted throughput in
the set {g|(r, g) ∈ H˜} can is achievable10 by the cluster m using TDMA in each frame.
• Gm(r) = max{g|(r, g) ∈ H˜}. This refers to the line ABCD in Figure 3.
An example of Therefore, G˜∗∗m (r) ≥ Gm(r). Moreover, since
G˜∗∗m (r)−Gm(r)
Gm(r)
→ 0 for sufficiently large
number of users in each QoS class, it’s asymptotically optimal to have G˜∗∗m (r) = Gm(r).
APPENDIX D: PROOF OF LEMMA 3
Without loss of generality, we consider the m-th cluster. Since the number of MSs in the m-th cluster
Km is sufficiently large, the sensing measure βm,n → Sm,n and the system is working on the high SNR
regime. Therefore, the throughput gain of power allocation across the subchannels is negligible and we
can simply assign equal power to each available subchannel, thus pm,n = βm,n∑N
n=1
βm,n
P0.
We first consider the case where r ≥ Rm =
∑M
m=1 log2 (1 + pm,nlm,n,kϕm,n,k). In this case, there
are sufficient information bits at the relay for phase two transmission. Then the selected MS of the n-th
subchannel and the m-th cluster is given by Am,n = argmaxk wm,k log2 (1 + pm,nlm,n,kϕm,n,k), and
G˜∗∗m (r) =
∑N
n=1
wm,Am,nβm,n(1−ǫ)
4 log2(1 + pm,nlm,n,Am,nϕm,n,Am,n).
For the case where r < Rm, it’s easy to see by linear interpolation that G˜∗∗m (r) ≥∑N
n=1
rwm,Am,nβm,n(1−ǫ)
4Rm
log2(1+pm,nlm,n,Am,nϕm,n,Am,n). However, since the BS-RS link is sufficiently
good, the BS always delivers Rm bits to the m-th relay. Hence, we can simply let G˜∗∗m (r) =∑N
n=1
rwm,Am,nβm,n(1−ǫ)
4Rm
log2(1 + pm,nlm,n,Am,nϕm,n,Am,n), which does not affect the scheduling results
at the BS.
10An average weighted throughput g is achievable when there is a joint power, rate and subchannel allocation at the cluster
m such that the average weighted throughput is equal to g.
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APPENDIX E: PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Due to page limitation, we provide a sketch of proof. When the RS-BS link is sufficiently good due
to the existence of line-of-sight path, the relay will always receive sufficiently information bits as long
as there is one available subchannel in cluster 0, and the PFS algorithm in each relay cluster works as
that in single cell systems with infinite backlog. Hence, we can follow the similar approach as in [27] to
prove that when Kc is sufficiently large, the user selection is based on the small-scale channel fading,
which leads to (15).
Since there are N subchannels in the system, the probability the BS can not deliver packets to the relays
is qNp . Hence, in each cluster the probability one subchannel is used to deliver packet is (1−qp)(1−qNp ).
Again, by following the similar approach as in [27], the Tm,k can be derived after some algebra.
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Fig. 1. Cluster based relay-assisted downlink OFDMA system.
Fig. 2. A frame structure example for relay-assisted OFDMA system.
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Fig. 3. An example of function G˜∗∗m where there are two QoS classes with weights w1, w2 and maximum achievable data
rate rm,1 ,rm,2. The x-axis is the number of information bits the RS decoded in phase one, and the y-axis is the maximum
average weighted goodput achieved by this RS. When the number of information bits is less than rm,1, only the first QoS class
is scheduled; when it’s larger than rm,1 but less than rm,2, both two classes are scheduled by TDMA; and when it’s larger than
rm,2, only the second QoS class is scheduled.
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k logRk and access probability of MSs in Cluster m (m = 1, · · · ,M ) versus probability of PU transmission qp0.
qf = 0.2, qd = 0.8, M=6, N=4, K0=10, Km=5, I=0 dB, receive SNR = 10 dB, σ2e = 0.01.
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Fig. 5. Histogram of the average goodput of MSs (average data rate successfully received at the MSs) at various distance from
the BS. qp0 = ppm = 0.3, qf = 0.2, qd = 0.8, M=6, N=4, K0=10, Km=5, I=0 dB, receive SNR = 10 dB, σ2e = 0.01.
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BS. qp0 = ppm = 0.3, qf = 0.2, qd = 0.8, M=6, N=4, K0=10, Km=5, I=0 dB, receive SNR = 10 dB, σ2e = 0.01.
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Fig. 9. Average system goodput (average data rate successfully received at the MSs) versus CSIT quality. qp0 = ppm = 0.3,
qf = 0.2, qd = 0.8, M=6, N=4, K0=10, Km=5, I=0 dB, receive SNR = 10 dB.
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